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good-humoured, yet, having once learned to hate, he did
so without vacillation or repentance. He took public life
seriously. In private life he loved to gambol with cfiiTdferi.
His private character was pure and stainless; as a statesman
he was incorruptible, scrupulously honest and public-
spirited. He was an orator of consummate ability; speaking
usually without any assistance from notes, he had the
capacity to convince by sound reasoning, to inspire con-
fidence by the absolute reliability of his information, and
to command attention by his perfect lucidity. His was
a nature too reserved and distant to make him ever popular:
he was respected by all, but loved or hated by few. His
character was as enigmatic as many of the phases of his life.
In manner he had all the frigidity of the Bar, the aloofness
of the judge, yet in outlook he was entirely unfettered by
judicial or political precedent.
pitt is the Pitt came into office as the King's nominee, as his saviour
SJe, depen/'from Fox and the extreme Whigs. Fox's Coalition with
royal°n North was overthrown by Temple's statement in the House
support. on George>s behalf that those who voted for Fox's India
Bill would be the King's enemies. DPitt always had the
confidence of the King, and was always indebted to him.
In 1798 George, gently reprimanding his great Minister for
engaging in a duel with the leader of the Opposition, Tierney,
told him that " public characters have no right to weigh
alone what they owe to themselves; they must consider what
they owe to the country."1 Pitt was in a minority in the
Commons; even with the support of the Crown party he
had against him a majority of not less than forty or fifty.2 He
himself had no personal following: he omitted Shelburne,
his former leader, from his Cabinet, because he could not
trust him; his colleagues were " a procession of ornamental
phantoms/' and they all were " considered as a set of children
playing at ministers, and must be sent back to school"3
The Opposition refused supplies which had not already
been voted, postponed the Mutiny Bill, and carried a vote
of " No confidence/'
 1	Hose, William Pitt, part ii., p. 336,
 2	Rosebery, Pitt, p. 52.	» Ibid., p. 46.

